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Students report 

Different activities during the project meeting: 

 Lesson observations welcoming ceremony  

 school visit  

 Introduction to the French education system  

 French lessons 

 Sports and games  

 Conference : Actions teams can use inside of French high-schools to prevent drop-oup  

 Conference : cooperation between schools and specialized organizations  

 Discussion and sharing of practices  

 visit of the “Mission locale”  

 visit of the CIO 

 Visit of the “micro-lycée” in Talence  

 Conference : Introduction of a regional organization dedicated to improve school 

perseverance (“Coup d’pouce, aide aux devoirs” plan) 

Impressions on the project meeting: 

1) We really enjoyed our stay in Langon, The visits to CIO and Mission locale were 

useful and interesting, as we were able to discuss our questions and find solutions with 

the specialist, who are preventing school drop-out. We appreciated the French lessons 

about French habits. We became more autonomous.  

2) It was highly entertaining since we gain a lot of useful experience while visiting places 

as Bordeaux , Dune du Pilat, Arcachon, Langon. We have learnt a little French and we 

get to know something about different cultures, we became more self-confidence. We 

had discussion about drop-out and different cultural backgrounds. 

Evaluation of the project process: 

Have we reached the main project aims ? 

1) Yes, we have found more about drop-out and education systems in different cultural 

backgrounds.  



2) We have reached the main project aims such as to prevent drop-out since we have 

discussed solutions how to reduce that problem also we met people from different 

cultural backgrounds as well as we became aware of this country traditions 

What did you learn during this meeting ? 

1) We have developed our social skills. Also we have learn about school drop-out, the 

reasons and solutions of it as well as our French and Italian schools prevent it. 

2) We expanded our horizons by learning a little bit of French also we improved English 

language skills, we became more sociable, flexible and self-sufficient 

What were the weak points ? 

1) We suppose, that there were only a few activities where we could take part in not only 

by listening but by participating in. As well as this we should have more practical 

tasks instead of theoretical ones. Also we should have observed more lessons with our 

host buddies. 

2) The conferences were too long for us and we visited not too much famous places in 

this region 

 

In your opinion, what should be done to prevent drop-out ? 

1) In our opinion, specialists should work on motivating children to learn in school from 

early age. In such a way children would feel more responsible for their own future and 

naturally understand the connection between going to school and success. In addition, 

teachers should make lessons more interesting and enjoyable so students could get 

more involved in. 

2) Teachers should look for special measurements like organize a lot of different 

activities during lessons which involved students also develop communicating skills 

between students and teachers 
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